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QUICK PLAN 
WEEK TWO  |  45 MINUTES

INTRODUCTION
• Welcome players 

• Review Names (Players & Coaches)

• Focus on the reason for being there/PCA tip of  
the week

STATUES
• Players are tagged and must freeze like whatever 

the coach says 

• See full practice plan for complete instructions

TEAM THROWING
• Hula hoops need to be fastened to the fence

• Players are broken into even teams

• Players take turns throwing through the hoop 

against the fence 

• Each throw that is made through the hoop counts as 
an “out” for that team. Players are working toward 
three outs

• Coaches monitor for grip and stepping with 
opposite foot 

• See full practice plan for complete instructions

SWINGING
• Demonstrate a swing to player

• Have players practice swinging without a bat  
(a dry swing)

• Take each player, one at a time to practice with a 
tee while others are still dry swinging. 

CONCLUSION
• Have each player compliment another/PCA tip of 

the week

• Review what they learned 

• Remind players of next event (practice/game)

BREAK

REVIEW GRIP AND THROWING 
• Players gather in circle

• Grip plastic ball with whole hand using fingertips
• Demonstrate correct grip and throwing with 

opposite foot

WEEK TWO

REBOUNDING FROM MISTAKES 
On this team it’s okay to make a mistake. If 
we fear mistakes, we won’t try our hardest. 
Remember to just keep hustling and working 
hard, no matter what!  

WEEK 2 — REBOUNDING FROM MISTAKES 
(MISTAKE RITUAL)

All athletes, even great ones, make mistakes, but great athletes 
know how to bounce back from mistakes.

On your team it should be okay to make a mistake.  If your players 
fear mistakes, they won’t try their hardest. Tell them to remember to 
just keep hustling and working hard, no matter what!

Use a Mistake Ritual to help your athletes cocus on the most 
important play—the next play. When someone on your 
team mahes a mistahe, they can Flush it aotn the toilet by 
mahing a flushing motion tith their hana.

Also, tell that person, “That’s okay. Flush it! Get ready for the  
next play.”

POSITIVE COACHING ALLIANCE TALKING POINTS  
FOR TEE BALL COACHES
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SEQUENCE 2
STATUES

WHAT YOU’LL NEED: 
Tee Balls

DRILL SEQUENCE: 

• Players stay in the infield and freeze like a statue when instructed by the coach.

• In the second round, the coach tags the players to freeze instead of just calling out “freeze.” 

LITTLE LEAGUE®

LITTLE LEAGUE®

LITTLE LEAGUE®
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SEQUENCE 4
TEAM THROWING

WHAT YOU’LL NEED: 
Plastic Balls  |  Fence  |  Hula Hoops |  Cones  |  String 

DRILL SEQUENCE: 

• Players are grouped into teams. On “go” the first player from each team begins by trying to 
throw their ball through or into the hoop. As each player gets the ball through the hoop, his 
or her team counts the outs. 

WEEK TWO

• ONLINE VIDEO
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SEQUENCE 5
DRY PRACTICE SWING

WHAT YOU’LL NEED: 
Bat  |  Helmets

DRILL SEQUENCE: 

• The players stand in a batting stance, while a coach demonstrates a swing. Players then try 
their dry swing (without a bat). 

LITTLE LEAGUE®

LITTLE LEAGUE®

LITTLE LEAGUE®
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SEQUENCE 5
PRACTICE SWING

WHAT YOU’LL NEED: 
Tee Balls  |  Tee  |  Bat  |  Helmets

DRILL SEQUENCE: 

• While players are taking dry swings, the coach calls one player at a time over to the tee  
for practice. 

LITTLE LEAGUE®

LITTLE LEAGUE®

WEEK TWO
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1. GATHER AND WELCOME PLAYERS: Review coaches’ names and 
players’ names. Review purpose for being at the field and show 
enthusiasm to start the practice. Verbally review the stance for 
hitting and the cues/rules. Discuss the PCA tip of the week. (3 
minutes) 

2. LEFT FIELD, CENTER FIELD, RIGHT FIELD: Take players into the 
outfield to explain/demonstrate the game. Have a cone set in right, 
center, and left field. All players stand in left field. When the coach 
yells, “center field,” the players have to run to that cone trying not 
to be last. When the instructor yells, “left field,” they have to go 
back. The instructor can call out either field while the players are 
on their way and they must change direction to go back. Repeat 
using center field and right field. Try to “trick” the players by 
calling the position quickly (agility). (10 minutes) 

3. GRIP AND THROW: Call players to the pitcher’s plate and have 
them make a circle. While kneeling inside of the circle, talk 
about holding a baseball/softball the correct way to make good 
throws. The coach should make sure players understand which 
hand to use to throw. It will be known as their “favorite hand” 
and is usually the one used to write or color. The coach should 
demonstrate the proper grip on the ball with fingers on top and 
the thumb underneath. The ball should be held in the fingers 
if possible and with the same pressure the players hold a tube 
of toothpaste. They should control the ball but not squeeze it.  
(5 minutes)

4. DISCUSS: Call players to coach to discuss the positions that 
they were running to and that it makes up the “outfield”. Next 
we are going to learn about the “infield.” Walk players to the dirt.  
(2 minutes) 

5. POSITION  FITNESS: Players follow along with coach during the 
activity. Go around the field beginning at the catcher position, 
announce what position it is, have the players repeat and then 
do squats (exercise that tries to coordinate with position). Run to 
the pitcher’s plate and do arm circles, run to 1B and do high and 
low reaches, run to 2B and do windmills, run to SS and do fast 
feet (running in place) and run to 3B and do push ups. Repeat. 
(10 minutes) 

PRACTICE SEQUENCE 

PRACTICE GOAL 

MATERIALS:

BREAK (2 minutes)

6. SWING AND RUN: Call players in and have them sit in the grass. 
Review swinging a bat. Before reviewing, discuss safety rules 
again. They must always keep two hands on the bat, never throw it 
and stay in their spots so there are no accidents. Have all players 
stand up and practice a few dry swings using cues. Explain the 
next game after the players take their dry swings. Review the 
proper grip on the bat. Talk about how tight they should hold the 
bat. They should act like they are holding a small bird in their 
hands. They need to hold it tight enough that it won’t fly away, but 
they can’t hold it so tight that they hurt it. Have players spread 
their feet slightly wider than their shoulders in an athletic position 
with knees slightly flexed. Their feet and shoulders should be in 
line with the pitcher’s plate. Have them take a swing trying to keep 
the bat level to the ground. Encourage them to swing hard while 
staying balanced. Remind the players that they must watch the 
ball they are hitting the whole time. They should follow through 
by finishing with their hands up near their lead shoulder and the 
laces on their back shoe should be facing the pitcher’s plate. 

After reviewing the basics of swinging, have players line up at 
home plate. Have each player take a practice swing and run to 
first base. Players advance one base at at time as the next player 
runs to first base. Option: Have players hit a ball off of the tee and 
run to first base instead of taking a practice swing. (12 minutes) 

7. THROWING PRACTICE:  Have players find a friend. Have the 
players stand so that their noses are facing each other. Each 
player takes 4 giant steps back. Give each pair a plastic ball to 
practice throwing. Discuss catching with two hands, watching 
the ball the whole way and cradling it in softly. Make sure to use 
plastic balls, the first time players are catching and to stress 
using two hands. Have the player without the ball get into an 
athletic position square to their partner. When the player looks 
at the ball being held by the other partner he/she says “ready.” 
Upon hearing this, the ball is tossed in an underhand motion. 
Each player making the catch must watch the ball from release 
and through the air. Stress watching the ball all the way into the 
hands using both hands to secure the ball. Players should be 
encouraged to give slightly with the ball to promote soft hands. 
Eyes on the ball and the success of the catch is what we are 
striving for in this segment. (12 minutes)

8. CONCLUSION: Gather players and have them give another 
player a high five. Talk about what they learned today and how 
it will help them be great Tee Ball players. Give the PCA tip of 
the week. Remind the parents of the next event. (4 minutes) 

FULL PRACTICE PLAN  
WEEK THREE

The players should be able to identify positions (if not the 
actual position, the idea of being responsible for an area), 
successfully run to first base after a hit/swing, and attempt 
catching with two hands

• Plastic Balls 
• Buckets for Balls
• Bases (4) 

• Players’ gloves
• Cones (3)
• Bats (1)
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QUICK PLAN 
WEEK THREE  |  45 MINUTES

INTRODUCTION 
• Welcome players 

• Review hitting stance/PCA tip of the week 

LEFT FIELD, CENTER FIELD,  
RIGHT FIELD 
• Players run to each position where the cone is  

when instructed 

• See full practice plan for complete instructions

CONCLUSION
• High fives

• Review what they learned/PCA tip of the week

• Remind players of next event (practice/game)

BREAK

WEEK THREE

0:10

0:10

POSITION FITNESS
• Discuss outfield positions and infield positions

• Walk to each position and perform an exercise at 
that position

• Talk about playing games and staying in position 

• See full practice plan for complete instructions

SWING AND RUN
• After reviewing the basics of swinging, have players 

line up at home plate

• Have each player take a practice swing and run to 
first base. Players advance one base at a time as 
the next player runs to first base

0:05 GRIP AND THROW
• Discuss proper grip and the correct way to make 

good throws

• Coaches demonstrate the proper grip on the ball 
with fingers on top and the thumb underneath

• See full practice plan for complete instructions

0:12 THROWING
• Players find a spot to throw at fence

• Coaches focus on grip

• Call players back to coach and teach stepping with 
opposite foot (demonstrate)

• Send players back to spots to throw against fence

• Coaches monitor for grip and stepping with 
opposite foot

FILLING EMOTIONAL TANKS  
(WINNERS’ CIRCLE)
You can help your teammates by cheering for 
them, giving them high-fives, smiling at them and 
telling them you are glad they are on the team. 

Let’s be sure to acknowledge the other team 
each game as well and let THEM know they did 
a great job too! 

WEEK 3 —FILLING EMOTIONAL TANKS 
(WINNER’S CIRCLE)

To be the best team you can be, have your athletes help each other 
get better. One way to do that is to have them fill their teammates’ 
Emotional Tanks.

The Emotional Tank is lihe a car’s gas tanh. When it’s 
empty, you can’t go car, but then it’s cull, you can go almost 
anythere. Teams tith cull Bmotional Tanhs usually ao 
better than teams those tanhs are arainea.

Your athletes can fill each other’s Emotional Tanks by noticing 
people who help them or the team and thanking them for it.

They can also fill Emotional Tanks by cheering for their 
teammates, giving them high-fives, smiling at them, and telling 
them that they are glad they are on the team.

To fill each other’s Emotional Tanks, you can get into a 
“Winners’ Circle” acter each game ana gise your athletes 
the chance to tell their teammates the gooa things they aia 
auring the game.

POSITIVE COACHING ALLIANCE TALKING POINTS  
FOR TEE BALL COACHES
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SEQUENCE 2
LEFT FIELD, CENTER FIELD, RIGHT FIELD

WHAT YOU’LL NEED: 
Cones (3) 

DRILL SEQUENCE: 

• The players begin in left field. When the coach calls out another outfield position, the players 
run to the cone in that specific position. 

• Once game begins, the coach can call out a position at any time, even if the players are 
running between positions. 

• ONLINE VIDEO
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SEQUENCE 5
POSITION FITNESS  

WHAT YOU’LL NEED: 
No equipment needed 

DRILL SEQUENCE: 

• The players and coach begin at home plate. The coach announces the position, and 
then he or she demonstrates an exercise for the players to complete. Players and coach 
complete repetitions of the exercise together before moving on to the next position  
and exercise. 

Arm
Circles

Squats

High & 
Low 

Reaches
Pushups

WindmillsFast Feet

WEEK THREE
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SEQUENCE 6
SWING REVIEW

WHAT YOU’LL NEED: 
Bats  |  Helmets

DRILL SEQUENCE: 

• Players sit in grass while coach reviews swing and swinging safety rules. 

• Players then stand up and practice dry swings. 
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SEQUENCE 6
SWING AND RUN   

WHAT YOU’LL NEED: 
Bat  |  Bases  |  Helmets  |  Optional Equipment: Tee and Tee Balls

DRILL SEQUENCE: 

• The game is played just like the activity “Base Running,” but now a practice swing is added 
before the players run.  

OPTION: Have a tee set with a ball and have the players hit the ball before running instead of just taking a  
practice swing. 

• Players advance one base at a time, and are moved to the next base by the next player.  

OPTION: A coach has a ball in his/her hand and tags runners who come off of the bases at the wrong times. 

WEEK THREE
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SEQUENCE 7
PRACTICE THROWING

WHAT YOU’LL NEED: 
Tee Balls   

DRILL SEQUENCE: 

• The players play catch with a partner. 

• Practice fielding a ground ball can be incorporated into this activity by players taking turns  
rolling the ball to each other and throwing it back. 



Free and available online at LittleLeagueU.org, 
“The U” is Little League® Baseball and Softball’s 
training and education website. Easy to navigate, and 
featuring speci� c instructional aids, an assortment 
of practice plans, and interactive resources, visitors 
are engaged through training videos and informative 
how-to articles that showcase the best practices 
for operating a successful Little League in your 
community, while creating an enjoyable Little League 
experience for all. 

Little League University is responsive and optimized 
to be viewed on desktop and laptop computers, 
tablets of all sizes, and mobile devices.  

Designed to support more than one million volunteers 
throughout the world, LLU’s feature stories, documents, 
videos, and quizzes provide an online educational 
portal for materials and resources that can make the 
Little League experience distinctly unique. 

LittleLeagueU.org

LITTLE LEAGUE® UNIVERSITY 

HAS TRANSFORMED THE 

WAY LITTLE LEAGUE 

VOLUNTEERS, LEAGUE AND 

DISTRICT ADMINISTRATORS, 

COACHES, UMPIRES, AND 

PARENTS LEARN ABOUT THE 

LITTLE LEAGUE PROGRAM. 
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1. GATHER AND WELCOME PLAYERS: The players should be able to 
use two hands to catch. (3 Minutes)

2. SET UP A LARGE SQUARE PLAYING AREA, DIVIDED IN HALF, USING 
CONES CLEAN UP THE BACKYARD: Divide the players into two teams, 
sending one team to half of the playing area and the other half 
to the opposite area. Spread out plastic balls and tennis balls all 
over the entire playing area. On “go”, the players must stay on 
their side, pick up the balls one at a time and throw them into 
the other team’s side or “backyard.” Players from both sides are 
doing this until time is called (play for a minute or two, whatever 
seems appropriate for players). The teams then collect all of 
the balls in their “backyard” and count them. The team with the 
least amount of balls in their area, or the cleaner backyard is 
the winner. Repeat. Have players help clean up the game at the 
conclusion. (10 minutes)  

3. FIELDING: Have players line up behind a cone (about 3 or 
4 lines). Talk about taking turns to “field” balls or collect balls. 
Demonstrate using two hands to “scoop up” a ball. Coaches 
stand across from a line and roll the first player a tennis ball. After 
they scoop up the ball, they throw it back to the coach. Then give 
the next player a turn. Repeat until players seem to grasp fielding 
(not collapsing, but bending their knees and picking up the ball 
quickly). Use cues. (5 minutes)

A. Athletic position, feet shoulder width apart  
 and knees bent

B. Glove out and in front

C. Use two hands like an alligator

D. Field in the center of the body

POSITION: Send players to positions in the infield. May set out 
cones to mark positions so players know where to stand. Talk 
about taking turns and that at practice we can take turns at 
each position, but in a game one person will be in charge of 
that area. Have one coach at home plate rolling tennis balls 
to players and another coach stands at the pitcher’s plate. 
Players throw the ball to the coach at the pitcher’s plate.  
(10 minutes)

PRACTICE SEQUENCE 

PRACTICE GOAL 

MATERIALS:

OPTION: Call in half of the players to line up beside home plate. The 
other players stay in their position. On “go,” the coach should roll 
the ball to a player who must pick it up and throw it to the coach 
at the pitcher’s plate. Also on the same “go,” a runner starts to 
run to first base. If the runner beats the throw to the coach, they 
are safe. If they do not, they are out. Continue with all the runners.

BREAK (2 minutes)

4. RUN THE BASES: Starting at home plate, everyone jogs to first, 
second, third, and home in a line, following the coach and calling 
out the bases as they go. On round 2, start the line at home plate, 
on “go” the first player runs to first and stays on first. On the next 
“go”, the player on first advances to second and the new runner 
goes to first. Repeat with all players running and all advancing 
until each player scores at home plate. Optional to have a coach 
on the field with a ball in hand, stressing that the base means 
SAFE and if they are off the base they could be tagged OUT. 
One coach needs to be at home plate letting players leave and 
keeping them aware (encouraging teammates), while another 
coach is in the field directing. (8 minutes) 

5. TEE HITTING: Break the players into 3 or 4 groups. Have them 
stand behind a tee and take turns swinging. A coach should be 
at each tee helping the players with the cues. Make sure the tee 
is in front of the player so they can hit the ball out in front. Players 
should start with a half swing to see where they will make contact 
with the bat before swinging hard. Have all players attempt to 
make contact with the barrel of the bat. (12 minutes) 

A. Bat at fingertips with a loose grip 

B. Feet spread shoulder width apart and in an  
 athletic position

C. Head looking at pitcher with both eyes

D. Level swing through the ball

E. Follow through with both upper and lower body

6. CONCLUSION: Gather players and have them shake another 
player’s hand. Talk about what they learned today, how it will help 
them be great tee ball players and the PCA tip of the week. Remind 
the parents of the next event. (4 minutes)

FULL PRACTICE PLAN  
WEEK FOUR

The players should be able to use two hands to catch.

• Plastic Balls (15)
• Tennis Balls (15)
• Buckets for Balls (2)
• Tees/Large Traffic cones  
 (3-4)

• Players’ Gloves
• Bases (4)
• Cones (10)
• Bats (3-4)
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QUICK PLAN 
WEEK FOUR  |  45 MINUTES

INTRODUCTION
• Welcome players 

• Review positions/PCA tip of the week

CLEAN UP THE BACKYARD
• Players are divided into two teams and play in a 

boundary trying to throw balls to the other team’s 
side. The team with the least on their side wins 
when time is called 

• See full practice plan for complete instructions

TEE HITTING
• Break players into three or four groups

• Players take turns hitting off the tees

CONCLUSION
• High fives/PCA tip of the week

• Review what they learned

• Remind players of next event (practice/game)

BREAK

FIELDING 
• Fielding technique and repetition in lines

• Fielding in position throwing to a coach  

- Option for base runners while fielding 

• See full practice plan for complete instructions

WEEK FOUR

HONORING THE GAME (ROOTS)
To help remember to be good sports even when 
we lose, we are going to use the words ROOTS 

• The R in ROOTS is Respect the rules, even if 
we think we can get away with breaking them

• O is for Opponents or the other team. We 
always treat the other team the way we want to 
be treated. 

• The second O is Officials or umpires. We 
respect the umpires even if we disagree with 
some of their calls. 

• T is for Teammates. We support them and 
don’t do anything that will embarrass them. 

• S is for Self. You should be a good sport for 
yourself, not just to make me happy.  

WEEK 4 — HONORING THE GAME  
(ROOTS)

To help your athletes remember to be good sports and Honor the 

Game even when you lose, you can use the word ROOTS.

R- Rules -Respect cor the rules, esen ic you thinh te can get 
   atay tith breahing them.

O- Opponents. You altays treat your opponents the tay   
  you tant be treatea.

O- Ocficials. You respect ocficials esen ic you aisagree tith  
  some oc their calls.

T- Teammates. You support them ana aon’t ao anything   
  that till embarrass them.

S- Pelc. You honoring the game, thich shoula be a stanaara 
   cor your athletes, not just to mahe you, the coach happy.

If you win by dishonoring the game, you can’t be proud of that win. 
And the reverse is true. If you Honor the Game and you lose, you 
can still feel good, even though you are disappointed that you lost.

POSITIVE COACHING ALLIANCE TALKING POINTS  
FOR TEE BALL COACHES

RUN THE BASES
• Players line up at home plate to begin

• Call out the bases as the runners go one at a time 
• See full practice plan for complete instructions

0:08
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SEQUENCE 2
CLEAN UP THE BACKYARD

WHAT YOU’LL NEED: 
Tennis Balls or Plastic Balls  |  Cones 

DRILL SEQUENCE: 

• The players are divided into two teams. Each team is responsible for one side of the playing 
area that is divided by cones. 

• All types of soft or squishy balls (tennis or plastic balls) are scattered on both sides of the 
playing area. 

• On “go,” players are to throw or toss the balls on their team’s side to the other team’s side 
continually until time is called. 

• The team with the least numbers of balls on their side when time is called wins. 
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SEQUENCE 3
FIELDING    

WHAT YOU’LL NEED: 
Tee Balls  |  Cones 

DRILL SEQUENCE: 

• In separate lines the players line up and receive a ground ball from a coach. 

• The player fields the ground ball rolled to him/her and throws it back to the coach before 
returning to the end of their line. 

LITTLE LEAGUE®

LITTLE LEAGUE®

LITTLE LEAGUE®

WEEK FOUR 

• ONLINE VIDEO
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SEQUENCE 3
FIELDING IN POSITIONS

LITTLE LEAGUE®

LITTLE LEAGUE®

LITTLE LEAGUE®

WHAT YOU’LL NEED: 
Tee Balls  |  Cones 

DRILL SEQUENCE: 

• Each position should be marked with cones before the drill starts. The players are sent  
to positions. 

• Before the drill begins, review fielding a ground ball with the players once they are in positions. 

• The coach at home plate rolls the ball to the players in position, one at a time. The player who 
fields the ball then throws it back to the coach on the pitcher’s plate. 


